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Where do we ship to? 
Choose a location for accurate availability, pricing & delivery times. 
	Austria
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	Germany
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	Rest of the world





Can’t find your location?
Sorry, we don’t ship directly to you yet.
Select 'Rest of the World' to find your nearest Doona distributor, or choose a supported location.
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Introducing
Doona x Vashtie 
limited edition



Discover now



Discover 
our products



Practical solutions for your everyday adventures
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Doona Car Seat & Stroller
Fully integrated travel system for newborns
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Liki Trike
5 in 1 compact tricycle for toddlers
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SensAlert
Child car seat alert solution










Parenting made simple

Doona is a visionary company committed to simplifying parenthood. Our products make life on the go easy, without ever compromising on functionality, safety, and quality.






SensAlert

SensAlert detects the presence of a child on board and warns the caregiver (or emergency contacts) with three incremental levels of alert if the child is left unattended in the car. It uses an intelligent cloud-based system to send messages and calls, so it does not depend on the phone's signal or status.
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NEW


SensAlert
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NEW


Liki Helmet
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Doona Rain Cover

$40.00
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Liki Rain Cover

$45.00
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Winter Cover

$70.00
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Footmuff

$120.00
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Essentials Bag

$60.00
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Liki Travel Bag
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Discover the 
Midnight Edition
it’s all about the bold, elevated details


Doona MidnightLiki Midnight



Let our customers speak for us
4.6 | 1000+ reviews 
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“ Another masterpiece by Doona! We have the car and we knew we had
to get the trike. Sleek, stylish, sporty and sophisticated are all words that
come to mind but functional is always in 1st place with doona!”
Rachel M.
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“ Best parenting invention. I can’t stress enough how convenient this invention is! It’s worth every single penny! We purchased the midnight black edition. It rides so smooth.
”
Lexi
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“ Baby’s first big toy!
 Definitely awesome!!! Whenever he sees his trike he knows we’re going to the park or somewhere else. He love riding it and its very convenient for me and my wife. Worth it!
”
Anonymous
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“ I’m extremely happy because we travel with it everywhere and when I’m by myself without my fiancé it’s easy for me to get around, it fits everywhere literally. Best purchase of my life. ”
Caren
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“ As a wheelchair user, this product is incredibly accessible. I can use this whole system independently. Hands down the best baby product I've bought.
”
Katie B.
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“ She gets so happy riding in it! My overall experience of using this was excellent! I love it! My daughter always gets excited when I get it out.”
Keith S.










Stay connected & follow us on our global adventures #doona
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@ourmiracletwins
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@loretogordomoreno
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@tailsofamermaid
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@estherjunelife
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@your_galya.s






Join our mailing list to receive updates and exclusive offers.
Add me to your email list
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